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Norton Internet Security 2012

On one side internet usage is on demand, on the other side, the same is considered as dangerous
place due to misuse of this technology by the cybercriminals. These people steal your confidential
data and can even hack your personal account to make wrong use of these details. Norton Internet
Security 2012 is especially designed to stop these malicious behaviors of the cybercriminals.

	Norton Internet Security provides a comprehensive online security to the PCs. It works at the
express speed without troubling your system settings and tasks.
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Main Features:

	Norton Internet Security offers four-layered protecting cover so as to protect the system from minute
as well as latest threats. The antispyware keeps eyes on all types of malicious software such as
spyware, rootkit, Trojans etc. The scanning speed is high so as to detect the known and unknown
threat before they could attach and harm the system.

	It is enhanced with Parental Control feature which can allow parents to manage the settings to set
the level of access for the children so as to keep the children away from their important documents
and search only limited sites. The parents can also monitor the system as the software will inform
them about the websites, pages or even game zone used by the children.

Advantages:

It allows the users to work on the system without any disturbances such as pop-ups or alerts. Online
shopping, banking and socializing are now safe. Norton ensures that your personal details such as
username, password or credit/debit card number are not stolen by the other users.

Browsing is also safe with the help of Norton Internet Security tool. This program will not allow you
to land on the harmful websites or WebPages. These will automatically turnoff the site as per
scanning report of the Security System.

Disruption between gaming and watching movies are no more matter of worry. You can enjoy your
online and offline activities without any trouble and disturbance. The software can check your
working status and accordingly can postpone their task without your intervention.

Set up Installation and Use:
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Installation of Norton Internet Security is very simple and the simpler is its use. Norton Installation is
at distance of one click. Once installed the set up will run behind the scenes automatically. All the
updates and scanning processes are by design. What you require to do is to click for the set up and
then forget it.

Interface:

Interface is planned according to the comfort of the users. User can customize the setting according
to their wish and need. They can view simple as well as detail operations of Norton 2012.

Additional Benefits:

24 X 7 Technical Support Executives are available to resolve your queries and problems regardless
of installation or product configuration. Various means of communication is granted. You can
contact the executives via phone, email or even chatting.	
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